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Abstract. Three dimensional distributions of boron atoms incorporated into crystalline silicon (3-9 at.% of
boron) well above the solubility limit are measured by atom probe tomography (APT). Samples have been
prepared either by gas immersion laser doping (GILD) or by implantation followed by laser annealing (Pulsed
Laser Induced Epitaxy: PLIE). GILD and PLIE silicon samples show superconducting properties at low
temperatures due to the achieved their high doping level achieved. In both cases, boron atoms are found to be
randomly distributed throughout the silicon as revealed by statistical distribution analysis. No clusters or
precipitates are detected, which may be related to the high recrystallization rate of the Si:B alloy. A sharp 2D
interface between the doped silicon region and the undoped substrate is also observed, characterizing a Si:B/Si
epitaxy. Finally, the variation of the evaporation field is investigated by considering either the silicon charge
state ratio or the variation of the total applied voltage during the analysis of the Si:B layer and silicon.
1 Introduction

Ion implantation and rapid thermal annealing (RTA) are
currently used in the microelectronics industry [1] to dope
silicon material. However, future generations of comple-
mentary metal oxide semiconductors (CMOS) require
heavily doped box-like profiles [2] in silicon with an abrupt
ultra-shallow junction. For this purpose, gas immersion
laser doping [3] (GILD) and implantation followed by laser
annealing (pulsed laser induced epitaxy, PLIE) have
recently been developed. These two out-of-equilibrium
techniques can dope silicon with boron atoms at concen-
trations of several percent above the solubility limit. The
resulting Si:B samples exhibit metallic properties at room
temperature and a surprising superconducting state at low
temperature [4].

In both techniques, the laser pulses induce the melting
of the upper silicon layers. Boron atoms then diffuse in the
liquid phase before being quenched into substitutional sites
during the rapid recrystallization process. In GILD, a
precursor gas is first beforehand chemisorbed onto the
surface of the silicon wafer before the laser pulse is applied.
Since GILD is a cumulative process, the number of
mmada@univ-amu.fr
adsorption-melt-solidification cycles directly determines
the amount of dopant incorporated into the epilayer. In the
case of PLIE, the initial implanted dopant dose strongly
limits the concentration range achievable during further
laser annealing, while the number of melt-solidification
cycles has a much weaker influence on the B concentration.

The Si:B/Si heterostructures of heavily doped silicon
epilayers obtained by GILD and PLIE have been
characterized in previous studies by X-ray diffraction
(XRD), secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS), and low
temperature magnetic and transport measurements. A
boron concentration of approximately 10 at.% resulted in a
critical superconducting temperature of 250 mK for PLIE
and 510 mK for GILD samples [5]. This important
difference in the critical superconducting temperatures
for the same boron concentration and the recent observa-
tion of a dispersion in the superconducting energy gap [6]
raise important questions about the spatial distribution of
boron into GILD and PLIE samples. In fact, the
incorporation of boron well above the solubility limit is
thermodynamically unstable and usually leads to phase
separation and formation of aggregates.

Increasingly relevant to the microelectronic community
[7,8] and superconducting materials [9,10], atom probe
tomography (APT) is a powerful tool for detecting the
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Table 1. Samples summary.

CB (at.%) Melting depth (nm) Melting time (ns) Laser energy (mJ/cm2) Critical T
(mK)

9 20 29 720 200
3 100 67 1060 250
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possible presence of aggregates by measuring the composi-
tion of thin films with a very high mass and spatial
resolution [11–14]. In fact, this instrument is capable of
analyzing materials at the atomic level through the field
evaporation of ionized atoms.

The mechanisms of Si by field evaporation have been
studied in HV pulsed mode [15] on high and low resistivity
<100> Si samples. Similar results have been obtained.
However, in the case of materials with poor electrical
conductivity, such as low doped silicon, the HV pulses have
tobe replacedby laser pulses because theHVpulse cannotbe
fully transmitted to the sample tip. Previous APTmeasure-
ments on thin films of different compositions have shown
that almost all elements, except boron, can be collected and
correctly identified but measurements of boron in silicon
shows more variability [16]. The values obtained are
consistent with secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS)
reference values except for boron. In fact, the quantification
of boron in silicon byAPT ismore difficult, possibly due to a
high evaporation field for boron compared to silicon.

In this paper, APT was used to measure the boron
distribution in heavily doped silicon epilayers (range 3–9
at.% B) prepared by gas immersion laser doping (GILD) or
by pulsed laser induced epitaxy (PLIE). From the APT
measurements, the variation of the evaporation field with
the B concentration was investigated by considering both
the silicon charge states ratio and the variation of voltage
applied during the analysis.

2 Samples preparations

2.1 GILD

Starting fromalowresidualpressure(10�9mbar),aprecursor
gas atmosphere of boron trichloride (BCl3) was injected to
saturate the chemisorption sites of a <100> oriented silicon
wafer surface. Uponmelting this surface with a homogenized
pulsed XeCl excimer pulsed laser (l=308nm, 20ns dura-
tion), boron atoms diffused into the silicon liquid, which
recrystallized in epitaxy from the Si(B)/Si interface to the
surface. With the applied dose rate (1 J/cm2/pulse), the
expected incorporation rate is about 1–1.2� 1014 cm�2/shot
[17] and no dopant segregation is expected due to the high
solid/liquid interface velocity (typically 3–4m/s). The boron
injection/laser melting/re-crystallization cycle was repeated
several times to achieve the desired dopant concentration.
Due to the evolution of the thermal and optical properties of
the doped layer, the melted thickness increases continually
and the final thickness is determined by the last melting time
(75ns in our case). The final result was obtained using 2� 2
mm2 laser spot was obtained, with a boron-doped silicon
epilayer covering the underlying pure silicon wafer. In this
study, the samplescame fromasetof twinsamples, i.e. grown
under the same chamber conditions and with the same laser
parameters i.e. 500 laser pulseswith an energy of 1 J/cm2 per
pulse. Under these conditions, the Si:B layer is expected to
have the following parameters: thickness of 120nm and a
boron dose of 5–6� 1016 at/cm2 corresponding to doping
level of 8–10 at.% [6].

2.2 PLIE

Low doped n-type silicon wafers, with a room temperature
resistivity of around 45 V.cm oriented along the (001)
direction, have been pre-implanted with B ions. An
implantation energy of 3 keV was chosen in order to keep
the maximum of the dopant distribution very close to the
surface (typically ∼10 nm) and thus minimize the number
of implantation defects beyond ∼ 50 nm. This guarantees a
good recrystallization quality for melting depths (md) of
50 nm and more. The implanted dose was set to
∼ 2.5� 1016 at/cm2 i.e. CB ∼ 10 at.% for md=50nm.
Pulsed laser induced epitaxywas performedwith a Compex
Lambda Physik XeCl laser in a high vacuum chamber (p�
5� 10�9mbar). The process conditions (laser energy and
corresponding melting time) and the film properties
(thickness and critical temperature) are given in Table 1
for two concentrations of B.

These samples obtained by PLIE with two composi-
tional ranges (3 and 9 at.% B) and one sample obtained by
GILD (8–10 at.% B) were characterized by APT.

For APT analysis, samples must be shaped into a
conical geometry in order to stimulate atomic field
evaporation. For this purpose, samples were prepared
from blanket structures using the lift-out technique [18]:
a protective 100 nm layer of nickel was deposited on the
sample surface, which was previously cleaned with dilute
hydrofluoric acid (5%). A focused ion beam was then
used to excavate a single slab at the center of the boron-
doped region. From this slab, Ga+ ion tips were ion-
miled using the annular milling method [19] to achieve an
end radius of less than 100 nm. LEAP 3000XHR
equipped with a large-angle reflectron was performed
on individual tips for 3D compositional profiling of doped
silicon with sub-nanometer spatial resolution [20,21].
These analyses were performed at a sample temperature
of 50–80K, a pulse repetition rate of 100 kHz, an energy
of 0.7–1 nJ per pulse, an evaporation rate of 0.01 ions per
pulse and a pressure of less than 10�11 mbar. At least two
samples of each sample, were analyzed. which give
similar results for the different tips made from each
sample.



Fig. 1. Reconstruction of a 70� 60� 180 nm3 volume in heavily
boron-doped silicon epilayers (prepared by GILD) analyzed by
APT. Each pots corresponds to an atom.

Fig. 2. Distribution of Boron for the GILD sample: (a) one-
dimensional boron depth distribution calculated by integrating
the data of Figure 1 over a cylindrical volume with a radius of
10 nm . (b) Distribution of the boron content (histogram) in sets
of 200 atoms located in 30� 30� 10 nm3 data slice (position Z2)
compared to a binomial distribution.
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3 APT results

3.1 Boron spatial distributions in GILD sample
(9 at.% of B)

Asa typical result of the atomprobemeasurements,Figure 1
shows a shank reconstruction of a 70� 80� 180 nm3 tip
volume: from left to right, the Ni protection layer, the Si:B
layerandtheSisubstratearevisible (inallvolumespresented
in this paper, boron, silicon, nickel and oxygen atoms
are represented as red, gray, green and blue dots,
respectively). Pure and doped silicon regions are easily
identified from their composition. In the pure silicon region,
no peak for boron atoms was found in the local mass
spectrum. The boron concentration in this region is thus
below the APT detection limit (∼1018 at./cm3).

The interface between Si and Si:B is well highlighted by
an iso-concentration surface with a threshold of 2.5 at.% of
boron atoms without considering account volume regions.
At this interface, carbon, the dominant impurity, reaches
its maximum concentration at 0.25 at.%, against about
0.05 at.% throughout the film. No chlorine atoms
incorporated from the gas precursor [22] are detected in
the doped layer. With a roughness of about 0.7 nm, the Si/
Si:B junction was also found to be flat, as expected for a
liquid phase epitaxial growth from a crystalline interface
[2]. Precipitates or clusters of boron atoms are not visible.

From the volume reconstruction, a one-dimensional
boron depth distribution was calculated by radial integra-
tion over a cylindrical region of 10-nm-diameter perpen-
dicular to the Si/Si:B interface. The SIMS measurement
performed on this sample (not shown here [23]) agrees with
the APT profile. The depth profile shows two distinct
zones with an average boron atom concentration of 10 at.
% (zone 1) and 8 at.% (zone 2) (see Fig. 2a). These two
zones are only present in very heavily doped samples
prepared with a large number of laser pulses [8]. They may
result either from a crystalline relaxation or from the
lower mobility of boron atoms in highly concentrated
boron silicon liquid.

In order to evaluate the boron distribution in Si:B layer,
detailed studies were performed using frequency distribu-
tion analysis [24]. Two volumes were selected, one in the
area labeled Z1 and a second in Z2 containing the same
number of atoms (2 million) and without a long-range B
gradient inside; They were divided into a series of small
rectangular blocks, each containing the same number of
atoms. The number of B atoms in each block was counted
and the frequency is plotted as a function of the number of
B atoms per block. For example, the obtained distribution
obtained for a sampling of 200 atoms at position Z2 is
shown in Figure 2. The experimental data were then
compared to the theoretical binomial distribution of
randomly distributed atoms. The x2 value was calculated
from the difference between the experimental data and the
theory, and compared with the theoretical x2 distribution.
A significant value was obtained (p-value=0.34). In all
cases, the distribution of B in Si (Fig. 2b) follows very
closely the expected binomial function confirming the
random distribution of B in Si. For example, an example of
the obtained distribution obtained for a sampling of 200
atoms at position Z2 is shown in Figure 2a. Several samples
varying from 300 to 50 atoms were also tested. In each case,
we obtain a similar binomial distribution, which is
characteristic of a random distribution. Considering that
the boron concentration in a set varies from 6 to 12 at.%, we



Fig. 3. Reconstruction of two volumes in heavily boron-doped
silicon epilayers (prepared by PLIE) analyzed by APT. Each
point corresponds to an atom. (a) 9 at.% of boron in doped silicon
layer and (b) 3 at.% .of boron in doped silicon layer.

Fig. 4. Boron distribution for PLIE samples: (a) one-dimen-
sional boron depth distribution calculated by integrating the data
of Figure 3 over a 10 nm radius cylindrical from the two volumes of
Figure 3 and boron depth measured by secondary ion mass
spectrometry (SIMS) for 3 at.% of B.
(b) Example of distribution of the boron content (histogram)
in sets of 200 atoms located in a 30� 30� 10 nm3 data slice of 9 at.
% boron compared to a binomial distribution.
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conclude that there are no boron clusters on a scale as small
of 3 to 6 boron atoms. Such a statement was made possible
by the large measured volume, which provides statistical
information on the distribution of solute elements down to
the atomic scale from a single data set. Several other tests
such as first nearest neighbor method [25] or cluster
identification routines [26,27], were also applied to different
regions: no clusters could be detected, either.

3.2 Boron spatial distributions in PLIE samples
(3 and 9 at.%at of Boron)

Two samples prepared by PLIE were analyzed by APT.
Figure 3 shows their reconstructed volume for a boron
concentration of 9 and 3 at.%. In addition to the Ni layer,
added as a protective layer against Ga implantation during
tippreparationand to theSi oxideonthe surface, two regions
can be identified: a highly boron doped silicon layer and pure
silicon. From these volumes, no precipitates or clusters of
boron atoms are not visible (in comparison, for the
implantation technique, clusters appear even below the
boron solubility limit in silicon, perhaps due to the high
densityofdefectsgenerated [4]).The interface fromSi toSi:B
is found to be sharp, which should be related to the larger
greaterdiffusionofboronatoms in the liquid layer than inthe
solid material, leading to a box-like doping profile. In all
cases, this sharp interface and the high B concentration
indicate a metastable state probably due to the high rate
speed of recrystallization by epitaxy on silicon.
From these reconstructions, one dimensional boron
depth distributions were calculated by a radial integration
over a cylindrical region of 10 nm diameter perpendicular
to the Si/Si:B interface. Figure 4a shows the depth profiles
of these samples; the B concentration is constant and equal
to 3 at.% and 9 at.% at depths of 100 nm and 20 nm,
respectively. In this case, two laser annealing conditions of
pre-implanted silicon were used in order to obtain two
boron concentrations over two different melting depths.

Figure 4a shows that the boron concentration measured
by APT agrees with the SIMS profile obtained by isotopic
comparison [28]. In principle, it is difficult to quantify high
concentrations above 1 at.% by SIMS, since in this
concentration range, the dilute regime should no longer
be valid. The good agreement between the APT and SIMS
curves confirms on one hand the accuracy of the isotopic
comparison method used to calibrate SIMS measurements
for this alloy concentration range. On the other hand, an
accurate quantification of boron in heavily doped silicon
can be obtained by APT without calibration. This was



Fig. 5. Four curves showing the applied voltages of samples during APT analysis (a) GILD with 9 at.%. (b) GILD with 9 at.%
(corresponding to the volume shown in Fig. 1). (c) PLIE with 9 at.% (corresponding to the volume shown in Fig. 2a). (d) PLIE with 3
at.% (corresponding to the volume shown in Fig. 2b).
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unexpected given the reported disagreement between APT
and SIMS for the weakly boron-doped Si used in
microelectronics.

Figure 4b shows an example of the distribution
obtained with a 200 atoms by sets for sample of at 9 at.%
B.Similar to the sample obtainedbyGILD,and thebinomial
distributions provide good significance values (p-value=0.5
for both concentration) and match the boron observed
distribution leading to the conclusion of a random distribu-
tion. The precipitate/clusters procedures were also applied,
butnoclusters couldbedetected.Apercentageof only0.09%
(respectively 0.03%) of B2 dimers could be detected in the
film annealed for 29ns (rep. 67 ns).

The same results were obtained for GILD and PLIE
samples with the same boron concentration of 9 at.%.
Finally, the only difference between GILD and PLIE
samples is the thickness of the boron-doped silicon, 20 nm
for PLIE and 90 nm for GILD. This difference may explain
the different values of the transition temperature ‘Tc’
obtained for the two types of techniques. In fact,
Kawarada et al. [29] have recently reported that Tc
decreases by about 50% as the thickness decreases from
100 nm to 30 nm in B-doped diamond. We have to balance
this statement since additional randomness is effectively
introduced by the fact that only about a third of the atoms
are detected.

3.3 Evaporation field

The evaporation of silicon is expected to be dominated by a
thermally assisted process [30]. Indeed, in laserassisted
APT experiments, the field evaporation is triggered by the
local and transient increase in the temperature of the tip
apex. From a theoretical model for the field evaporation of
boron in a pure B sample [31], the evaporation field of boron
(FB) was estimated to be higher than that the evaporation
field of boron (FB) is higher than the evaporation field of
silicon (FSi). However, the dependence of the evaporation
field of Si:B-alloys on the B concentration is still unknown.
To overcome this lack of knowledge, two methods based on
our APTmeasurements are proposed to evaluate the effect
of boron composition on the evaporation field. These
methods are respectively related to the change in either the
applied voltage and to the charge state ratio of Si as
function of material composition (Si or Si:B).
3.3.1 Method based on the applied voltage

The evaporation field can be approximated by the electric
field F at the surface of the tip. This electric field is now
related to the voltage V and the radius of curvature R by
the following classical formula [32]:

F ¼ V

bR
ð1Þ

where b, the field factor, is constant and depends on the
geometry of the chamber, the distance to the local
electrode, etc. Thus if the radius is known, it is possible
to have access to the evaporation field via the voltage
measurement.

In our samples consisting of a Ni/Si:B/Si structure,
boron is homogeneously distributed homogenously in each
boron-doped silicon layer with a concentration of either 3 or
9 at.%. Figure 5 shows some examples of the applied
voltage used to evaporate these structures.



Fig. 6. Variation of the ratio of the evaporation field estimated
F/FSi from voltage evolution for three Si:B/Si samples at 80K.
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If the sample had been a made of pure silicon, the
voltage would increase linearly with increasing tip radius
and shaft size (as shown by the regimes between 0 and
0.7M ions and 1.3–6M ions in Fig. 5c). Here, a large
increase in the applied voltage V is clearly observed during
the analysis of the Si:B layer for each sample. Its amplitude
depends on the boron concentration and indicates an
increase of the evaporation field. As mentioned above,
boron is known to have a higher evaporation field than
silicon, so a higher applied voltage is required to evaporate
the Si:B alloy. This is indeed what we observe.

We can try to evaluate the evaporation field of the Si:B
alloy from the voltage evolution. Few assumptions are
required. The tip surface is assumed to be hemispherical
and this geometry is maintained during the APT analysis,
i.e. the tip radius increases with the shank size and it is not
modified by the presence of the Si:B layer. We also chose to
use b as suggested in other experiments found in the
literature. This value is assumed to be constant for all
reconstructions and field evaporation estimates. All these
assumptions are not generally true, since in the case of
boron delta layers in silicon, for example, it has been shown,
that the B layer is retained at the tip surface, leading to a
drastic modification of the initial hemispherical surface
[33]. In our case, these assumptions are justified because the
evaporation field of Si and Ni are similar enough to be
considered equal. Since the thickness of the Si:B layer is
greater than 20 nm, the tip radius is only modified when Ni
and Si:B start to evaporate together due to their different
evaporation field. After the Ni layer is completely field
evaporated, the large thickness of the Si:B alloy layer
allows the tip to reach an equilibrium shape [34,35].

Assuming that the evaporation field of Si and Ni is
equal, we can fit the voltage curve between nickel and
silicon with the same function (Fig. 5c) taking into account
the shank evolution of the tip (VSi∼( ion number)1/3).
Then, the tip radius at the center of the Si:B layer could be
estimated from the fitted voltageVSi and FSi. At this stage,
the applied voltage V is higher than the fitted voltage VSi.
The variation of the voltage ratio V/VSi only corresponds
to a variation in the evaporation field ratioF/FSi, related to
the composition variation.

Foreachexperiment,aportionofthepuresiliconsubstrate
wasalsoanalyzedbyAPT.Thevoltagevariation in theNiand
Si regionswasfittedwith anX1/3 function in order to estimate
what would have been the voltage variation VSi in the Si:B
region assuming the same field FSi. FSi was then been defined
as the reference evaporation field of silicon. The fitted voltage
VSi allows us to estimate the evolution of the tip radius R
during the analysis, which we write as

R ¼ V Si

bFSi
: (2)

Finally, from the evolution of the applied voltage V and
the radiusRwith the ion sequence number, equations (1) and
(2) were used to estimate the ratio of the evaporation field
F/FSi between the Si:B alloy and Si by

F

FSi
¼ V

V Si
: ð3Þ
Figure 6 shows the obtained field ratio for two PLIE
samples (3 and 9 at.%) where there is a homogeneous
composition in the boron-doped silicon layer.

The curves confirm, that the evaporation field in heavily
doped silicon is higher than in undoped silicon and, that this
increase depends on the boron concentration. The evapora-
tion field is almost constant in heavily doped silicon and in
pure silicon. In fact, the F/FSi ratio varies from 1.15 in Si
(3 at.% B) to 1.23–1.25 in Si (9 at.%B) at 84K. As FB∼2FSi
from the theoretical model [32], the value of F/FSi should be
1.03 and 1.09 for Si (3 at.%B) and Si (9 at.%B), respectively,
if the variation of the evaporation field is linear with
B composition. Our estimate shows a strong increase of the
evaporation field for Si (3 at.%B) compared to undoped Si,
but a smaller variation when going from 3 to 9 at.%.

3.3.2 Method based on the charge states ratio

We also used the model developed by Kingham et al. [36] in
order to estimate the variation of the evaporation field
between Si:B alloy and pure silicon in the same state. This
theoretical model was proposed to relate the evaporation
field to the charge state ratio, and to predict the probability
of post-ionization. This model of post-ionization can
explain both the variation of ion charge state with
changing evaporation conditions and the occurrence of
highly charged ions. The charge state distribution of field
evaporated Si ions was measured as a function of the
electric field strength using the pulsed laser atom probe
[37]. These measurements were compared with theoretical
calculations based on the post-ionization model of field
evaporation, and the post-ionization model was validated.

To estimate the field, the ratio of singly- charged Si to
doubly-charged Si was therefore measured. Figure 7a shows

the fraction of singly charged silicon (Log Siþ
ðSiþþSi2þÞ

� �
) as a

function of depth from left (Si:B layer) to right (Si substrate)
under the same analysis conditions (temperature, evapora-
tion rate and laser energy).Aclearvariation of the fraction of
single charged silicon is observed between undoped Si and
boron-doped Si. This variation reflects a change in the



Fig. 7. (a) Variation of the single charge state ratio of silicon for
two samples Si:B/Si at 80K and (b) the evaporation field
estimated from charge state of silicon for all analyses.
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evaporation field between undoped Si and boron-doped Si.
However, almost the same value is obtained for the different
boron concentrations (3 and 9 at.%).

Figure 7b shows the estimated evaporation field with
temperature, laser energy and boron concentration from all
our experiments. The evaporation field was estimated by
comparing the fraction of single charged silicon and the
theoretical curve calculated by Kingham. The fraction of
single charged silicon is measured from the local mass
spectrum in the Si:B alloy and pure silicon. This type of
plot highlights the variation of the evaporation field with
temperature for the different laser energies and boron
concentrations. The presence of 3 and 9 at.% of boron in
silicon increases the evaporation field ratio F/F0 by 1.04 at
54K and 1.06 at 84K. These results show that the variation
of evaporation field of Si:B alloy is not linear with boron
concentration. While the evaporation field of undoped
silicon decreases with temperature as expected, the
evaporation field of Si:B alloy is almost the same for 3
and 9 at.% and it is also independent of temperature.

This unexpected behavior may be due to some
limitation of the post-ionization model for Si:B alloy. In
fact, since the evaporation field for Si:B alloy is indepen-
dent of the sample temperature, our results may suggest
that the evaporation mechanism of B should include both
the tunneling and thermal processes [38]. Evidence for the
tunneling mechanism of boron ions during field desorption
at temperatures <140K has already been proposed in the
case of a FeB and CoB metallic glass analysis [39]. In
reference [40], this tunneling mechanism was associated
with a change in the isotope ratio. In GILD samples, the
proportion of 10B in the B peak is only 23.3% for single and
double charged ions, in disagreement with the relative
isotopic abundance. This ratio was verified by SIMS
measurements. However, no difference was observed
between single and double charged boron ions in the
GILD samples. For a tunneling mechanism, and to lesser
extent for a post-ionization mechanism, the isotopic ratio
change should be opposite for the two charge states. Since
this is not the case in our samples, the tunnelling
mechanism should not be at the origin of the isotopic
change: this could be related to a different chemisorption
for the two isotopes for example.

Finally, boron retention phenomena [41] at the tip
surface can could explain why the evaporation field of Si:B
alloy does not depend on the B concentration in silicon. In
fact, during the evaporation of the Si:B layer, boron atoms
(high evaporation field) can be retained at the tip surface
until an equilibrium shape is reached. The silicon atoms
(low evaporation field) have been depleted at the tip
surface by preferential evaporation [40]. This could lead to
will thus a boron enriched layer at the tip surface. This B-
enriched layer may be independent of the boron concen-
tration in heavily doped silicon when the equilibrium is
reached, the evaporation field estimated for the Si:B alloy
could be then be determined by boron retention.

Comparing the estimation of the evaporation field of
silicon-boron alloy with the two methods (applied voltage or
chargestates),bothmethodsshowthatthepresenceofboronin
silicon increases the evaporation field. However, the estimated
field increases with boron concentration for the voltage
method, but it does not change for the charge state method.
Since there is much more mechanisms than simple post-
ionisation such as tunneling and retention, the post ionization
model can be taken with caution in the case of Si:B alloy.
4 Conclusion

APT was performed to precisely measure the three-
dimensional spatial distribution of boron in GILD and
PLIE samples. In both types of samples, the boron atoms
were found to be randomly distributed in the silicon by
means of statistical distribution analysis, and no clusters or
precipitates were detected. The random boron distribution
combined with the observation of an abrupt Si/Si:B
interface demonstrates the feasibility of building innova-
tive devices based on such a GILD- and PLIE-doped
silicon. The variation of the evaporation field was studied
by considering both the silicon charge state ratio and the
variation of the applied voltage during the analysis of the
Si:B layer. The evaporation field of Si:B estimated from
voltage increases with boron concentration, while it is
constant when estimated from charge state ratio. In this
case, the evaporation field of Si:B was found to be higher
than that of undoped silicon and may not depend on the
boron concentration range (3–9at.% of boron) in silicon.
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